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ABSTRACT

In this paper we investigate the financial performance implications
of firms’ commitment to sustainability efforts. We evaluate three
possible explanations for the abnormal returns identified in port-
folios constructed on the basis of material CSR-scores; traditional
risk factors, an underlying ”saint” factor, or asymmetric market
information prior to materiality considerations becoming publicly
available. We find that abnormal returns only occur in portfolios
based on sector adjusted material score change, and these returns
can be fully accounted for by common risk factors, specifically the
Fama and French (2015) five-factor model. Our results suggest
that the risk-adjusted performance of firms highly committed to
sustainability measures is insignificantly different from firms less
committed to social responsibility, regardless of materiality classi-
fications used to evaluate CSR performance.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, especially during the last two decades, increasing numbers of

both firms and investors have committed to integrating environmental, social

and governance (ESG) data in their capital allocation. Despite the fact that

most investors’ main objective is to earn positive returns, many seem willing

to forego some profit if this leads to substantial external benefits regarding the

concerns addressed by ESG-ratings. This puts the objective of the firm into

question. If shareholders derive utility from the firm operating in a sustainable

fashion, then their overall welfare is conditional on the firm’s approach to

sustainability issues, rather than solely dependent on financial gains. Hart and

Zingales (2017) elaborate on this and argue that companies should maximize

shareholder welfare, rather than shareholder wealth, which conflicts the famous

idea presented by the late economist Milton Friedman (1970): ”The social

responsibility of business is to increase profits”.

We identify two issues related to the question of firm objective. Firstly, it may

be the case that taking all stakeholders’ opposing interests into consideration

fully maximizes firms’ long term profitability and operating performance, or it

may be the case that too much consideration of non-shareholder stakeholder

interests induce over-expenditure on issues unrelated to the core business and

in turn destruction of shareholder value1. Should the first be true, investors

would have a strictly financial incentive to allocate their investment decisions

towards socially responsible firms. However, should the second be true, in-

vestors would have to pay a price in order to fulfill their wish to invest in a

socially responsible fashion. Secondly, it may be the case that incorporating

shareholders’ non-monetary welfare concerns in addition to financial wealth,

induces firms to consider the external costs of the firms’ operations (i.e. en-

vironmental and social impact) in a different fashion that could result in a

1As suggested by Ferrell et al. (2016)

1
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significant decrease in externalities at the cost of a slight decrease in returns.

Should this be the case it would imply that the firm has sufficient incentives

to reduce the external costs of its operations, causing it to shift its priorities,

as a results of the shareholders’ non-pecuniary (ethical) concerns.

Addressing the issue of firm priorities from a shareholders’ perspective requires

identifying whether portfolios constructed on the basis of firms’ social responsi-

bility performance significantly outperform portfolios of stocks with low social

responsibility performance. However, using raw ESG scores from alternative

rating agencies, Revelli and Viviani (2014) and Dorfleitner et al. (2015) find

no evidence that portfolios of highly rated stocks outperform portfolios of low

rated stocks. In contrast, Khan et al. (2016) find that portfolios of stocks

with high ”material”2 ESG scores significantly outperform portfolios of firms

with low material scores, where materiality is determined using the Sustain-

ability Accounting Standards Board (SASB). The SASB uses a shareholders’

point of view to define materiality and develops standards to distinguish, at

the industry level, material from immaterial ESG issues, helping improve the

signal-to-noise ratio in the firms’ reports. These findings are promising when it

comes to giving potential investors incentives to include sustainability criteria

in their portfolio construction. However, the article fails to fully investigate

whether the performance is due to some other traditional risk factor from for

instance the Fama-French models, or if there is indeed a “saint” factor behind

the results which can be constructed and defined as a risk factor explaining

the return anomaly. This is an important distinction as it reflects whether

sustainable investments are profitable precisely because they are sustainable,

or whether they share a different risk premium that has yet to be examined.

2SASB defines material issues as issues that are reasonably likely to impact the financial
condition or operating performance of a company, and are therefore most important to
investors. Consequently, immaterial issues are defined as issues that are reasonably unlikely
to impact financial condition or operating performance, and are therefore less important to
investors. Source: https://www.sasb.org/standards-overview/materiality-map/

2
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We start by investigating the performance of socially responsible investments

using methods similar to Khan et al. (2016), with a different ESG rating

provider. To appropriately distinguish between material and non-material

scores using the SASB framework, we only consider the environmental and

social dimensions (ES), which means we address Corporate Social Responsi-

bility (CSR) as elaborated by Gerard (2019), and disregard the governance (G)

part of the scores. To evaluate performance we test whether the returns of the

CSR portfolios are fully accounted for by common risk factors. We consider

the five factors of Fama and French (2015), as well as the momentum factor of

Carhart (1997), and the liquidity factor identified by Pastor and Stambaugh

(2003), and assess whether the CSR portfolios’ risk-adjusted performance is

robust to the choice of factor model. We further investigate whether the per-

formance of high material CSR score portfolios relative to low score portfolios

varies before and after the public release date of the SASB materiality matrix,

to assess whether the lack of public information regarding materiality prior to

the release date led to mispricing.

In our results we identify no significant difference in returns between portfolios

constructed on the basis of high versus low scores when we use raw CSR

scores, sector adjusted CSR scores, or change in CSR scores. We do however

find that the return of portfolios constructed on the basis of firms with high

sector adjusted material CSR score change is significantly lower than the return

of portfolios constructed on the basis of firms with inferior ratings on this

score specification. We further observe that these return differences can be

fully accounted for using the Fama and French (2015) five factor model, and

conclude that the risk-adjusted performance of portfolios based on high CSR

scores is insignificantly different from that of portfolios based on low CSR

scores, regardless of score specification used.

3
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The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines im-

portant findings in academic literature regarding the performance of socially

responsible investments. Section 3 describes our hypotheses and methodol-

ogy in detail. Section 4 describes our data, sources and sample construction.

Section 5 presents our findings and discussion. Section 6 concludes and sum-

marizes our findings, and presents suggestions for further research.

2 Background and Literature

With the expanding concerns about climate change and sustainability, the in-

terest in Socially Responsible Investments (SRI) has been increasing rapidly

over the last two decades. According to the Social Investment Forum (2018)3,

the amount invested in SRI portfolios grew from $639 billion in 1995 to $2.71

trillion in 2007 (324%), and have kept increasing to roughly $12 trillion in

2018 (343% since 2007). In comparison, total assets under professional man-

agements grew from $7 to $25.1 trillion from 1995 to 2007 (259%), and further

to $46.6 trillion in 2018 (85,7% since 2007). From 2016 to 2018 alone, SRIs

grew by 38%. This growth suggests that an increasing number of investors ex-

plicitly pursue two types of goals: wealth-maximization and social responsibil-

ity. SRI investors either derive non-financial utility through socially conscious

investment decisions aligned with their social and ethical values, or they are

merely green-washing their portfolios due to reputational concerns. By invest-

ing rather than donating money to charitable organizations, these investors

desire to enhance financial utility in addition to the social dimension, or they

may be willing to forego some financial gains in exchange for the ”ethical pre-

mium” associated with SRI. Addressing these issues fueled academic interest.

However, results are mixed.

3http://www.socialinvest.org

4
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Derwall et al. (2005) find that SRI improves portfolio performance according to

the eco-efficiency scores they assign to US firms to construct mutually exclusive

portfolios. These eco-efficiency scores are obtained using rating data from

Innovest, and are defined as the ratio of the value a company adds (e.g. by

producing products) to the waste the company generates by creating that

value. The higher scoring portfolios outperform the lower scoring portfolios

by 6% per annum between 1997 and 2003. In contrast, Bauer et al. (2005)

document that SRI funds in the United States and in the United Kingdom

yield the same risk-adjusted return as traditional funds on average. In their

international study, Renneboog et al. (2008) find that funds based on SRI in the

US, the UK, and several European and Asia-Pacific countries underperform

domestic benchmarks by between 2.2% and 6.5% per year, indicating that

investors do indeed pay a premium to engage in SRI.

Aktas et al. (2011) investigate the impact on Corporate Social Responsibil-

ity (CSR) from mergers and acquisitions. They find a positive relationship

between acquirer gains and the target’s social and environmental risk manage-

ment practices, suggesting that the stock market rewards the acquirer for SRI.

Additionally, they find that the acquirers CSR score improves following the

acquisition of the SRI-oriented target. Moreover, Ferrell et al. (2016) find that

well-governed firms that suffer less from agency concerns (less cash abundance,

positive pay-for-performance, small control wedge, strong minority protection)

engage more in CSR. Furthermore, they find a positive relation between CSR

and value, and that CSR attenuates the negative relation between managerial

entrenchment and value.

Auer and Schuhmacher (2016) find that firstly, regardless of geographic region,

industry or ESG criterion, active selection of high- or low-rated stocks does

not provide superior risk-adjusted performance in comparison to passive stock

market investments. Secondly, in the Asia-Pacific region and in the US, in-

5
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vestors concentrating on ethical utility derived from their portfolio choice, can

follow an ESG-based investment style and still obtain a performance similar

to the broad market. Whereas in Europe investors tend to pay a price for SRI.

During the financial crisis (2008-2009), socially responsible assets and the re-

search behind it became particularly important, as the public trust in the

capital markets and institutions suddenly declined. During this period, in-

vestors were likely to be concerned for the credibility of existing financial data

to guide their investment decisions. Nofsinger and Varma (2014) investigate

the performance of socially responsible mutual funds (SRMFs) during peri-

ods of market crisis. They report that SRMFs outperform during periods of

market crises, but at the cost of underperforming during non-crisis periods.

The asymmetry of these returns would be valued by investors seeking pro-

tection against downside risk. Their results are mainly driven by ESG-funds

using positive screens (invest in socially responsible firms), rather than nega-

tive screens (avoid sin stocks). Sin stock investing can be seen as the opposite

of SRI and include sectors like alcohol, tobacco, gambling etc. Several studies

(Fabozzi et al. (2008), Hong and Kacperczyk (2009), Statman and Glushkov

(2009)) suggest that investing in sin stocks yield abnormal returns. However,

Blitz and Fabozzi (2017) show that these abnormal returns are fully accounted

for by exposure to traditional risk factors, and find no evidence of a premium

that only apply to sin stocks.

Various studies on the topic suffer from the lack of a consistent way of measur-

ing CSR, due a an abundance of available measures, as identified by Gerard

(2019). However, the CSR scores used in many studies may not appropri-

ately capture material CSR4 performance. Khan et al. (2016) apply a different

criteria to the SRIs investigated to overcome the measurement issue. They

use SASBs standards to distinguish between material and non-material ESG

4We here recognize CSR as the environmental and social dimensions of ESG (e.g. ES)

6
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scores, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in environmentally beneficial at-

tributes reported by firms. In doing this, they find that investing in firms

with high material ESG-scores significantly outperforms the benchmark. This

is an important finding, as it implies that an investor can indeed be able to

allocate his or her funds in a socially responsible way, without having to suffer

a loss, and even make a significant profit. The findings suggest that investors

can exploit variation in the materiality of sustainability signal-to-noise ratio

in the investment-performance relation, thereby reducing the dimensionality

of investment signals they need to consider in their asset allocation decisions.

Khan et al. interpret the outperformance as follows: Since materiality classifi-

cation were not previously available, investors could not react to them as soon

as ESG performance data became available. Consequently the price change is

realized over a longer horizon as the materiality investments start to pay off

through observable metrics (such as higher accounting returns). This suggests

that the superior performance may not persist once the materiality information

becomes widely available. An alternative interpretation, is that the outper-

formance may reflect omitted risk factors. We investigate this interpretation

further in this paper to assess whether the abnormal performance found is

indeed due to the material scores of the firms (a ”saint factor”), or whether

it can be explained by traditional risk factors, specifically the five factors of

Fama and French (2015), momentum factor of Carhart (1997), and the liq-

uidity factor of Pastor and Stambaugh (2003). Furthermore, we investigate

the original interpretation of Khan et al. by assessing whether the abnormal

performance vanishes once the materiality mapping becomes available.

7
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3 Theory and Methodology

Khan et al.’s findings might be a first step towards exploiting variation in

the materiality of sustainability signal-to-noise ratio in the relation between

investments and performance, as well as reducing the number of dimensions of

investment signals considered by institutional investors when they make their

investment decisions.

Investigating further whether this is the case requires addressing the following

points. Firstly, the results from Khan et al. suggest that SRIs based on ma-

teriality outperform the market. We extend this research to a dataset using

a different ESG-calculation to assess the robustness of these results to various

ESG definitions, and limit this study to assess the CSR-component of the scores

(E and S) such that we can appropriately match the materiality constraints

introduced by the SASB framework to Thomson Reuters ESG-categories. This

means our results are not directly comparable to those of Khan et al. as we

use a different data source, and we disregard the governance (G) component

of these scores. Secondly, we investigate whether any abnormal performance

from the first point is due to traditional risk factors found in the previous lit-

erature. Thirdly, we address whether the abnormal performance persists after

materiality considerations became easily available. Lastly, should none of the

previous explanations resolve the anomaly, we construct a ”saint” factor to as-

sess whether the abnormal returns can be attributed to a previously undefined

risk factor.

3.1 Hypotheses

We formulate the following three main hypotheses:

1. Portfolios based on material CSR-scores do not provide abnormal returns

using scores from Thomson Reuters Eikon database (H0 : Returnsp = 0).

8
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Not rejecting this hypothesis suggests that no abnormal returns are found

in the portfolios and would conclude the study at this point, as there is

no need to further investigate the performance when the returns are

insignificantly different from zero. Rejecting this hypothesis means we

identify abnormal returns, and thus proceed with the next hypothesis to

assess what causes these returns.

2. The abnormal returns of portfolios based on material CSR-scores can be

attributed to traditional risk factors (H0 : α = 0).

Not rejecting this hypothesis suggests that abnormal returns can be ac-

counted for using common risk factors, i.e. that the risk-adjusted perfor-

mance (α) of the portfolios is insignificantly different from zero. Reject-

ing this hypothesis implies that the risk factors addressed are not driving

the returns, i.e. the portfolios yield abnormal risk-adjusted performance

when accounting for traditional factors. Consequently, we then proceed

with our last hypothesis to resolve the anomaly presented when rejecting

this null.

3. The abnormal performance of portfolios based on material CSR-scores

persists after SASB’s materiality specifications become publicly available

(H0 : αbefore = αafter).

Not rejecting this hypothesis suggests that there is an underlying, pre-

viously unidentified risk factor driving the returns (a ”saint” factor), as

no other explanation resolves the anomaly. Rejecting this hypothesis en-

tails that the performance is caused by mispricing in the market due to

asymmetric information prior to SASB’s materiality mapping becoming

available.

9
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3.2 Constructing Materiality and Immateriality Index

We use the SASB Materiality Map to give each of the datapoints (ESG sub-

scores) a probability of being material (or immaterial) based on the firm’s in-

dustry as defined by Thomson Reuters Business Classification (TRBC)5. To do

this, we first map the issues addressed by the Thomson Reuters (TR) subscores

to the issues addressed in SASBs Materiality Map. As the TR scores tend to

have broader definitions than the SASB issues, we often find it necessary to

map multiple SASB issues against the same TR scores, and therefore we assign

an equal weight to each of the SASB issues included per score. Moreover, the

scores concerning governance (G) are not directly related to CSR-performance

(ES), and do not match clearly into any of the SASB issue categories. For these

reasons, we disregard these, and rescale the weights assigned to ESG-subscore

j by TR:

ωTRadjusted,j = ωTR,j
1

1 −
∑
ωTR,G

We then define weight adjusted subscore (wass) j for firm i at time t as

wassj,it = ωTRadjusted,jSubScorej,it

Consequently, the total CSR score for firm i at time t is

Totalit =
∑

wassj,it (1)

To construct the material CSR scores we need to link the TR subscores to

SASB’s materiality map to segregate between material and immaterial CSR

5TRBC industries are less aggregated than the SICS (Sustainable Industry Classification
System) industries used by SASB, such that we can easily map TRBC industries to the
materiality map. TRBC sectors (which we use for sector adjustments in section 3.3) are the
same as GICS sectors, apart from ”Real Estate” being defined as part of ”Financials”. The
number of firms per sector in our sample can be found in appendix A.2

10
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issues. We do this by defining the probability of subscore j being material for

firm i’s industry as

θj,i =
Aj,i

Bj

where Aj,i is the number of SASB issues underlying TR subscore j where SASB

defines the issue as likely to be material for firm i’s industry, and Bj is the

total number of SASB issues underlying TR subscore j6. We then define firm

i’s material score at time t as

Materialit =
∑

θj,iwassj,it (2)

Finally, using the same θj,is as above, we define firm i’s immaterial CSR score

at time t as

Immaterialit =
∑

(1 − θj,i)wassj,it (3)

as 1 − θj,i is defined as the probability of subscore j being immaterial for firm

i’s industry. We note that as a consequence of the above calculations, we have

that

Totalit = Materialit + Immaterialit

i.e. we have now split the total CSR score into material and immaterial indices

for each firm at each point in time.

3.3 Forming and Estimating Portfolios

In our study, we consider four different ways of constructing portfolios based

on the scores defined (Total, Material and Immaterial):

1. Absolute Scores : Raw scores previously specified

6The full overview of the SASB issues and the TR subscores can be found in appendix
B.

11
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2. Score Change: Relative change in the scores, i.e.

∆Scoreit =
Scoreit − Scoreit−1

Scoreit−1

(4)

These score changes reflect the firm’s recent investments (divestments)

in CSR.

3. Sector Adjusted Scores : Scores adjusted for sector fixed effects. Hence

the residuals (e) from the following regression:

Scoreit = fs + eit (5)

where fs are the fixed effects (mean score) of firm i’s sector at time t.

These scores are then how much higher (lower) firm i’s score is relative

to the sector the firm belongs to.

4. Sector Adjusted Score Change: Score change adjusted for sector fixed

effects, thus the residuals (u) the following regression:

∆Scoreit = fs + uit (6)

Hence these scores are unexpected changes in the firm’s score relative to

it’s sector. In other words, it reflects how much more (less) than the

sector average the firm’s CSR score changed (the firm invested/divested

in CSR) in the previous period.

The regressions in (5) and (6) are run cross-sectionally each year.

The materiality portfolios are created yearly by assigning firms at the top

(bottom) quintile material score to the top (bottom) portfolio. The same pro-

cedure is repeated for all portfolios based on the different score specifications

defined. We hold value-weighted and equal-weighted portfolios one year at a

time before rebalancing in the beginning of each year. It is important to note

12
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that to ensure that we avoid a survivorship bias7, we only consider firms after

they have been included in the S&P 500 Compound Index for the first time.

This means we consider a cumulative pool of firms as they enter the index,

and keep firms in the sample regardless of whether they are excluded from the

index at a later point in time.

3.4 Evaluating Performance

To evaluate abnormal performance in the previously specified portfolios, we

first run regressions using the same factors as Khan et al. (2016). That is, we

use Fama and French (1993) monthly calendar-time regressions that include

the market, size, book-to-market, momentum (Carhart, 1997) and liquidity

(Pastor and Stambaugh, 2003) factors. In their article, Khan et al. point

out that the abnormal returns found could be interpreted as a result of other

omitted risk factors, but they interpret it as the alpha capturing return pre-

dictability unassociated with risk factors and that the stock price did not fully

compound immediately due to a lack of information. Specifically, they evaluate

portfolio performance using the alpha (α) from following regression:

Returnt = α + β1MKTt + β2SMBt + β3HMLt + β4MOMt + β5LIQt (7)

The interpretation suggests that the abnormal performance will not persist

once materiality classifications become available. To fully investigate this, we

also run separate regressions like the one in (7), over the periods before and

after SASB released their materiality standards, as well as for the full period.

To further investigate whether this interpretation is valid for our sample, we

introduce a different set of risk factors, specifically the Fama and French (2015)

factors profitability (RMW ) and investments (CMA), and use the well known

7A survivorship bias occurs when only the winners are considered while the losers that
have disappeared are disregarded, thus it may skew the average results upwards for the
surviving index as underperformers have been overlooked

13
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five-factor model from Fama and French to further investigate the perfor-

mance. Several studies have recently documented the explanatory power of

this model; Blitz and Fabozzi (2017) find that this model fully resolves the sin

stock anomaly, and Fama and French (2016) find that it resolves a number of

stock return anomalies. Thus, we will estimate the following regression on the

portfolios to evaluate performance:

Returnt = α + β1MKTt + β2SMBt + β3HMLt + β6RMWt + β7CMAt (8)

The statistical significance of this alpha (α) will indicate whether the perfor-

mance anomaly can be resolved by this model. Note that if a more parsimo-

nious factor model than (8) fully explains the performance, there is no need

to extend it further as the anomaly is then resolved. Similar to the procedure

conducted with (7), we also estimate this model over the whole period, as well

as the periods before and after SASB released their materiality standards.

4 Data

The analysis investigates social and financial performance of public companies

in the US over a period of 15 years, beginning in January 2004 and ending

in December 2018. We collect constituents8 from the S&P 500 to use as a

proxy for the US market in our analysis. Furthermore, using the described

methodology in the previous section, we also need data on returns, ESG-scores

from each constituent, the risk-free rate, as well as the market capitalization,

sector and industry membership of firms, and data for the risk factors from

equations (7) and (8).

8We will consistently refer to firms included in the S&P 500 Compound Index as con-
stituents

14
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4.1 S&P 500 Compound Index

The constituents of the S&P 500 Compound Index9 are obtained from Com-

pustat through the WRDS (Wharton Research Data Services)10 database. We

rebalance our portfolios at the start of each year using the set of securities in-

cluded in the S&P 500. To eliminate a potential survivorship bias we include

firms which are later excluded from the index.

4.2 Stock Data

The historical monthly returns for the constituents are collected from Center

for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) also available through WRDS. CRSP

maintains some of the most comprehensive closed-source historical databases

in stock market research, where their clients are investors and researchers that

rely on accurate and unbiased data. Market capitalization for each firm is

collected for each fiscal year through the Compustat database, and is defined

as the sum of all issue-level market values, including trading and non-trading

issues. This data is required to construct value-weighted portfolios. Firms’

economic sector and industry membership is extracted from Thomson Reuters

Eikon database, using the TRBC, as it is the most comprehensive, detailed and

updated sector and industry classification available11. We use the industry data

to map materiality issues, and sector data to account for sector fixed effects in

the ESG scores.

4.3 ESG Data

We collect the ESG performance data from the Thomson Reuters Eikon

database, which has several attractive advantages to our study. One

9Cleaning this data, we find that the index at the beginning of each year contains exactly
500 securities, except for January 2018, where it contains 501.

10https://wrds-www.wharton.upenn.edu/
11Source: https://www.refinitiv.com/en/financial-data/indices/trbc-busines

s-classification
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advantage is that the data is performance-based and measurable with

aggregate scores, unlike Bloomberg where ESG data is based on disclosure.

Another advantage is that the aggregate scores are separated across 10

score-divisions concerning different ESG characteristics, which allows us to

map these scores against SASBs Materiality Map12.

4.4 Risk Factor Data

The monthly data for the Fama and French (2015) five factor model consist-

ing of MKT (Market), SMB (Small Minus Big), HML (High Minus Low),

RMW (Robust Minus Weak), and CMA (Conservative Minus Aggressive) fac-

tors, along with the MOM (Momentum) factor of Carhart (1997), is gathered

from Kenneth R. French’s homepage13, together with the approximation of the

risk-free rate14. We obtain the LIQ (Liquidity) factor15 from Lubos Pastor’s

research page16.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Raw Returns

In Table 1 we display the average monthly excess return17 from the top quintile

portfolios minus the bottom quintile portfolios, along with their accompanying

t-stat. In bold are the return differences which are significantly different from

zero at the 10 % level.

The first thing we notice is that all portfolios based on raw scores, and sector

adjusted raw scores, yield results which are insignificantly different from zero at

12We obtain the materiality map from https://materiality.sasb.org/
13https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data library.htm

l
14Monthly US Treasury bill rate
15Pastor and Stambaugh (2003)
16https://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/lubos.pastor/research/
17Return minus risk-free rate
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Table 1: Raw Returns

the 10 % level. As there is no consistent outperformance or underperformance

to speak of for these portfolios, we can already here reject the presence of

any underlying ”saint” (or ”sinner”) factor, as this would be embedded in the

returns of these portfolios by driving them up (down). Furthermore, this means

17
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that for these portfolios we cannot reject our first hypothesis from section 3.1

which stated that CSR portfolios do not provide abnormal returns.

When we look at score change, we are moving from looking at a firm character-

istic of having high CSR-score, to looking at firms who have recently increased

(decreased) their CSR-score by investing (divesting) in CSR. We notice that

for portfolios based on score change (not adjusted for sector fixed effects), we

find no significant difference in returns prior to the Post-SASB period, thus

these results are not all that interesting with respect to our hypotheses. We

do however infer that the results suggest that in this period, i.e. after materi-

ality considerations became available, investing in material CSR issues seems

to generate some outperformance.

Looking at the sector adjusted score changes, we are constructing portfolios on

the basis of changes in CSR scores above (below) the sector average. Hence we

look at how much more (less) firms invest in CSR relative to what is expected

from firms in their sector. We notice significantly lower returns for the value-

weighted top quintile portfolio in the overall period based on sector adjusted

material score changes, relative to the bottom quintile portfolios (-0.24 %).

This amounts to an annual return difference of -2.88 % on average, which one

could argue is a noticeable return difference for most investors, which further

would imply that the result is not only statistically, but also economically

significant. The results suggests that unusually high expenditure on material

CSR issues is in fact detrimental to firm performance. Furthermore, we see

that the underperformance is even more pronounced in the Pre-SASB period

(-0.36 %), but not present in the Post-SASB period. This can be interpreted as

evidence in favor of the explanation that the abnormal returns may be caused

by lacking information regarding materiality concerns prior to 2014 when SASB

released their standards (our third hypothesis from section 3.1). We also notice

that the abnormal returns are not present in the equal-weighted portfolio,

18
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which may suggest that the effect of CSR investments on financial performance

is more pronounced in larger firms relative to smaller ones. Nevertheless,

we here reject our first null hypothesis, and proceed with testing the second

hypothesis for the portfolios constructed on the basis of sector adjusted score

change in sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.2 Factor Adjusted Performance - Model 1

To investigate whether the abnormal returns in the portfolios are driven by

underlying risk factors, we first evaluate the performance using the same risk

factors as Khan et al. (2016), hence market (Mkt-rf), size (SMB), book-to-

market (HML), momentum (MOM) and liquidity (LIQ), and assess whether

the alpha differences18 between the top and bottom quintile portfolios are

significantly different from zero. The output from these regressions is displayed

in Table 2. Looking at Panel A for the overall period we see that for total and

immaterial score changes adjusted for sector fixed effects, there is no significant

difference in the portfolios’ performance, as was suggested from the raw returns

in Table 1. For the material portfolios, we notice that the value-weighted

portfolios provide a significant negative alpha difference; -3.37% per year, while

for the equal-weighted portfolios the difference is still statistically insignificant.

In Panel B, for the Pre-SASB period, we find similar results to Panel A, with

no significant difference in performance for the portfolios based on total and

immaterial scores, as well as the equal-weighted portfolios based on material

scores. We here find even more significant alpha differences the value-weighted

materiality portfolios, with an annual alpha difference of -4.80 %.

In Panel C, we look at the Post-SASB period. All other returns in this period

where insignificant, and we see that this is reflected in the alpha differences as

none of them are significantly different from zero.

18Statistical significance of these differences is evaluated using t-statistics calculated using
the method described in appendix E
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Table 2: Fama-French Three-Factor Model with MOM and LIQ
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The results from using this model suggests that the abnormal returns are

caused by the lacking information in the market previous to materiality con-

siderations becoming available, as the model is unable to resolve the anomaly

identified for the materiality portfolios. In other words, this model does not

allow us to reject our second hypothesis from section 3.1. To investigate this

further, we extend the analysis to a different factor model.

21
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5.3 Factor Adjusted Performance - Model 2

In Table 3 we present the results from regressing the returns from the portfolios

based on sector adjusted score changes against the five factors from the Fama

and French (2015) model.

In Panel A we see that for the full period, there there is still no abnormal

performance to be found in the portfolios based on total and immaterial scores.

Furthermore, we now have that the portfolios based on material scores no

longer provide any statistically significant alpha difference between the top and

bottom quintile portfolios, suggesting that the abnormal returns can in fact be

explained by the model. This further implies that the cause of the abnormal

returns was the underlying risk factors, specifically the factors added in this

model, i.e. profitability (RMW) and investments (CMA). Further evidence for

this explanation is found in Panel B where no abnormal performance is found

in the value-weighted materiality portfolio, where we previously discovered a

return anomaly. Although the alpha differences for the materiality portfolios

are still slightly negative, they are insignificantly different from zero at any

conventional significance level.

We interpret these results the following way: Portfolios constructed based on

sector adjusted material CSR-score changes are significantly exposed to the

risk factors profitability (RMW) and investments (CMA). This is reflected not

only by the alpha differences being explained, but also by the statistically

significant coefficient estimates found in several of the materiality portfolios

in Table 3. We see that the coefficients on these factors tend to be positive

for the material bottom quintile portfolios and negative for the top quintile

portfolios. Intuitively, as we think of the top quintile portfolios as investing in

excess CSR-investments, the exposure to these factors makes sence, especially

for the CMA factor. The bottom quintile portfolios are more exposed to this

factor as firms included in these portfolios are likely to be more conservative
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Table 3: Fama-French Five-Factor Model
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with their investments, thus investors require compensation for this which is

in turn is reflected in lower stock prices, driving the returns up. As the top

quintile portfolios are less exposed to this risk by investing more aggressively,

their prices are higher, which in turn yields lower returns. As this factor model

resolves the anomaly previously identified, we conclude that we cannot reject
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our second null hypothesis from section 3.1 stating that abnormal returns can

be accounted for using traditional risk factors.

5.4 Factor Adjusted Performance Across Score Specifi-

cations

Table 4: Factor Adjusted Performance of All Portfolios
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In section 5.3 we found that the Fama-French five-factor model explains return

anomalies in portfolios based on sector adjusted CSR score changes. In Table

4 we present factor adjusted performance difference (difference in alphas) be-

tween top and bottom quintile portfolios for all four score specifications, using

the same Fama-French five-factor model.

We here notice that all significant abnormal returns from Table 1 has been

resolved by the model. It therefore seems like the Fama-French five-factor

model is well-suited for explaining abnormal returns found in portfolios based

on CSR-scores, regardless of score specification, period or portfolio weighting.

This implies that the abnormal returns are in fact a risk premium required

by investors as compensation for exposure to the risk factors included in the

model, which in turn means that the risk-adjusted difference in performance

between the top and bottom quintile portfolios is insignificantly different from

zero.

5.5 Present Constituents Analysis

In this section we consider a slightly different investment universe which may be

regarded as more practical on a portfolio management basis. In doing this, we

limit the sample to the constituents included in the S&P 500 at the beginning

of each year, rather than a cumulative constituent pool as before. That is,

whenever firms in our sample exit (join) the S&P 500, they will be excluded

from (included in) the sample considered for the portfolios. It is important to

note that creating portfolios in this manner may cause a survivorship bias, as

excluded firms may indeed perform well later on despite being excluded from

the index. The monthly average raw return differences between the top and

bottom quintile portfolios using this approach are presented in Table 5.

Comparing this table to Table 1, we here notice some additional significant

return differences. For the portfolios based on raw scores and sector adjusted
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Table 5: Raw Returns: Present Constituents Analysis

raw scores, there are no significant differences to find, similar to what we

had in Table 1, apart from a significant difference in the Post-SASB period

between the immaterial portfolios based raw scores. For portfolios based on

score changes we see that the top quintile value-weighted material portfolio

still significantly outperforms the bottom quintile portfolio in the Post-SASB
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period, just like in Table 1. Furthermore, we also identify a significant return

difference between the equal-weighted portfolios based on immaterial score

change in the Post-SASB period.

The main thing to note from Table 5 is the return differences from portfolios

based on sector adjusted score change. We see that for the value-weighted ma-

terial portfolio based on sector adjusted score change we still notice significant

underperformance during both the full period and the Pre-SASB period, just

like we saw in Table 1. In addition to this, we here notice significantly negative

difference in returns between the equal-weighted portfolios based on the same

criteria.

Similar to the raw returns presented in Table 5, the factor adjusted perfor-

mance of the portfolios considered in this section, evaluated using the models

from equations 7 and 8, also coincide with what we found in sections 5.2 and

5.3. The full regression output from this analysis can be found in appendix F.

This suggests that our findings are transferable to a portfolio manager whose

investment universe is restricted to the stocks included in the S&P 500 index

at any point in time.

6 Conclusion

In this thesis we have investigated the performance of socially responsible

investments using guidance from SASB to distinguish between material and

immaterial issues when constructing portfolios. Exploiting variation in mate-

riality across sustainability issues can potentially improve the signal-to-noise

ratio in testing the future performance implications related to investments in

sustainability, and reduce the dimensionality of investment signals used by

investors committed to CSR initiatives.

We find that firms with high raw scores on CSR issues, whether these are iden-

tified as total, material or immaterial, do not on average provide significantly
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higher or lower returns than firms with inferior ratings on the same issues.

Furthermore, we find that this result persists when we consider firms’ raw

CSR scores relative to their respective economic sectors’ mean, and when we

evaluate changes in scores (investments/divestments in CSR) over the previous

period.

When considering changes in firms’ CSR scores relative to sector-specific

means, we find that firms with high ratings on material issues provide

significantly lower average returns than firms with inferior ratings on the

same issues, suggesting that investments in CSR above the sector average

may be detrimental to firm performance. However, we also find that the

Fama and French (2015) five-factor model fully explains these abnormal

return differences, hence the risk-adjusted performance disparity between the

high- and low-ranking CSR portfolios is statistically insignificant. We

interpret the explanatory power this factor model exhibits on these portfolios

the following way: Firms investing less than the sector average in CSR

measures suffer from higher exposure to the investment risk factor (CMA) as

they are more conservative with their investments. Thus investors require

compensation for this through a risk premium, amplifying returns from these

firms.

Our findings suggest that commitment to CSR issues is not enhancing nor

detrimental to firm performance. This further implies that investors construct-

ing portfolios based on firms’ CSR efforts in order to pursue socially responsi-

ble investments, are not paying a premium nor gaining substantial profits. If

shareholders derive utility from the firm operating sustainably, these findings

suggest they are not required to suffer a financial loss to achieve this. Fur-

thermore, as this result holds across materiality specifications, we infer that

such investors are able to pursue firms committing to material CSR issues with

substantial external benefits, without foregoing financial profits. This may in
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turn induce firms to shift their priorities towards more effectual sustainability

measures to satisfy the shareholders’ requirements.

Our study leaves several questions unanswered. We suggest that further re-

search investigates the structural relation which leads to the robust perfor-

mance in sustainable firms despite their CSR investments. Why is it the case

that firms investing outside of their core operations are not suffering financial

losses? Some explanations could be customer loyalty, brand and reputation,

access to finance and employee engagement. Another area to pursue could

be whether firms’ investments are sufficiently aligned with shareholder objec-

tives, and how this impacts firms’ sustainability considerations. Finally, it

would be useful to extend our work to include the governance component of

the ESG scores, as well as to a different ESG data source, considering that

some research (Chatterji et al., 2015) have shown that ratings from different

independent providers do not converge.
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APPENDIX

A Sample Composition

A.1 Sample Contruction

A.2 Frequency by Sector
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B ESG Categories

C Sector Level Materiality Map

Source: Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (https://materiality.sasb.org/)

Dark (light) colour means that for more (less) than 50 % of the industries in

the sector, the issue is likely to be material. White means that the issue is not

likely to be material for any industries in the sector. The full materiality map

at the industry level is available at https://materiality.sasb.org/.
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D Summary Statistics

D.1 Factor and Return Data

Note that factor data is denoted in full percentages, while return data is not.

D.2 ESG Data
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E Differences in alpha: t-statistics

To calculate the t-statistics for the difference in alpha (α) between the top and

bottom portfolios, we estimate auxiliary regressions accounting for any pos-

sible correlation between the portfolios in question. Specifically, we estimate

regressions in the following way:

Returnt = α0 +
∑

βjFactorj,t + α1TOP + TOP
∑

βkFactork,t (E.1)

where the summations of βs and Factors are the same as in equations 7 and

8 in section 3. TOP is an indicator variable which is 0 if the specific return

is for the bottom portfolio, and 1 if the return is for the top portfolio. This

means that the α0 will be the alpha for the bottom portfolio, while α0 + α1

is the alpha for the top portfolio, hence α1 denotes the difference between the

alphas. The t-statistic of α1 is thus what we have used in our analysis to assess

the statistical significance of the difference in return between top and bottom

portfolios.

F Present Constituent Analysis

We here present factor adjusted performance from the present constituents

analysis conducted in section 5.5 using the models in equations 7 and 8 from

section 3.4. As can be seen from the alpha differences in the tables, the results

coincide with those from sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.
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F.1 Fama-French Three-Factor Model including

Momentum and Liquidity Factors
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F.2 Fama-French Five-Factor Model
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F.3 Fama-French Five-Factor Model Adjusted Perfor-

mance Across Score Specifications
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